In this article, we describe recent methodological enhancements and findings from the dose reconstruction component of a study of health risks among U.S. radiologic technologists. An earlier version of the dosimetry published in 2006 used physical and statistical models, literature-reported exposure measurements for the years before 1960, and archival personnel monitoring badge data from cohort members through 1984. The data and models previously described were used to estimate annual occupational radiation doses for 90,000 radiological technologists, incorporating information about each individual's employment practices based on a baseline survey conducted in the mid-1980s. The dosimetry methods presented here, while using many of the same methods as before, now estimate 2.23 million annual badge doses (personal dose equivalent) for the years 1916-1997 for 110,374 technologists, but with numerous methodological improvements. Every technologist's annual dose is estimated as a probability density function to reflect uncertainty about the true dose. Multiple realizations of the entire cohort distribution were derived to account for shared uncertainties and possible biases in the input data and assumptions used. Major improvements in the dosimetry methods from the earlier version include: A substantial increase in the number of cohort member annual badge dose measurements;
Additional information on individual apron usage obtained from surveys conducted in the mid-1990s and mid-2000s; Refined modeling to develop lognormal annual badge dose probability density functions using censored data regression models; Refinements of cohort-based annual badge probability density functions to reflect individual work patterns and practices reported on questionnaires and to more accurately assess minimum detection limits; and Extensive refinements in organ dose conversion coefficients to account for uncertainties in radiographic machine settings for the radiographic techniques employed. For organ dose estimation, we rely on well-researched assumptions about critical exposure-related variables and their changes over the decades, including the peak kilovoltage and filtration typically used in conducting radiographic examinations, and the usual body location for wearing radiation monitoring badges, the latter based on both literature and national recommendations. We have derived organ dose conversion coefficients based on air-kerma weighting of photon fluences from published X-ray spectra and derived energy-dependent transmission factors for protective lead aprons of different thicknesses. Findings are presented on estimated organ doses for 12 organs and tissues: red bone marrow, female breast, thyroid, brain, lung, heart, colon, ovary, testes, skin of trunk, skin of head and neck and arms, and lens of the eye. Ó 2014 by
INTRODUCTION
Much of our understanding about cancer associated with ionizing radiation exposures is based on epidemiological studies of the Japanese atomic bomb survivors who had a single exposure, and medically irradiated patients who received fractionated high-dose exposures over weeks. There are limited dose-response data from studies estimating cancer and other disease risks associated with protracted low-dose radiation exposures. These include studies of cancer and other disease risks in workers in the nuclear industry who have mostly received very low doses (1) (2) (3) , and a few studies in medical radiation workers (4) . None of the previous occupational studies of low-dose radiation have assessed potentially important confounders (smoking) or effect modifiers (sex, age at first exposure) nor have the studies of medical radiation workers with occupational radiation dose estimates examined risks in subsets of workers with exposures to newer, higher-dose (e.g., fluoroscopically-guided interventional procedures) or higher-energy procedures (e.g., administration of radionuclides in nuclear medicine).
To address these limitations, we launched a large-scale, long-term cohort follow-up study of 146,022 U.S. radiologic technologists (USRT) certified between the years 1926-1982 and followed up to the present (5) . During this time, there have been notable changes in radiation protection measures as well as the introduction of many newer technologies and radiologic procedures, thus providing an opportunity to study a range of estimated cumulative occupational radiation doses. In three completed surveys of the USRT, detailed information has been collected about lifetime work history, procedures performed and protective measures utilized, as well as ascertainment of a broad range of covariates including potentially important confounders (e.g., smoking, alcohol use, body mass index, medical conditions and reproductive factors) and effect modifiers (e.g., sex, age at first exposure, personal medical diagnostic and therapeutic procedures involving exposure to ionizing radiation). The USRT also includes substantial subsets of technologists who have performed or assisted with the higher-dose and higher-energy procedures.
We have utilized the work history and covariate information in previous analyses in which we found significantly elevated incidence risks for breast cancer (6) , melanoma (7), nonmelanoma skin cancer (8) , combined leukemia types excluding chronic lymphocytic leukemia (9) , and circulatory system diseases, particularly cerebrovascular disease (10) among those first working before 1940 or 1950 or working more than 5 years before 1950. There was little evidence of exposure-response for thyroid cancer (11) and lung cancer (12) . The overall results, based on work history as a surrogate for occupational radiation exposure, suggested an exposure-response relation because risks were elevated among those employed in earlier years when radiation exposures were highest. The combination of the unique aspects of the USRT study characterized above along with the comprehensive occupational radiation dose reconstruction described in this article will enable assessment of doseresponse risk estimates for cancer and other diseases that can contribute valuable data from the public health perspective about protracted low-dose radiation exposures.
In our earlier historical exposure reconstruction (13), we used: 1. Film badge measurements for three periods (before 1960, 1960-1977, 1977-1984 ); 2. Questionnaire-derived work history from a questionnaire administered in the mid1980s; and 3. Measurements and other data from the literature to estimate annual occupational badge doses for 90,305 first questionnaire respondents years 1916-1984.
We have combined these data with modeling and estimation techniques to reconstruct doses to 12 organs and tissues.
In our current dose reconstruction, estimates of annual badge doses and doses to 12 organs were made for 110,374 technologists who responded to either the first or second questionnaire. Significant methodological enhancements include expansion of badge dose estimates from 1916-1997, use of newly obtained badge dose and work history data, and improved information on protective apron usage and organ dose factor models. These improvements have allowed us to derive multiple estimates of annual personal dose equivalent (badge dose) to characterize uncertainty and radiationabsorbed doses to 12 organs and tissues. We describe the methods used to produce population realizations of individual annual dose estimates, which we will use to quantify the effects of occupational radiation exposure on cancer risks and to incorporate uncertainty in dose in the risk estimates.
METHODS

Objectives/Key Enhancements Since 2006
Our objectives were twofold: to derive a set of occupational organspecific doses for all study participants using individual monitoring data, work history and the evolution of radiation protection policies over time; and to characterize uncertainty in individual dose estimates by creating multiple sets of organ-specific dose estimates for the entire cohort. In this schema, each set reflects multiple sources of uncertainty including possible biases and our interpretations of the uncertainties of data, and our assumptions. We refer to each set of doses derived for the entire group as a single ''realization''.
To create the realizations of the cohort dose distribution, we developed a year-by-year probabilistic record of badge dose 6 and organ-specific radiation absorbed doses for each participant that accounts for uncertainties shared among individuals or subgroups. Information about each technologist's annual badge dose can be represented by a sample from the probability density function (PDF) that was designed to capture the range and the likelihood of plausible values for the technologist's true annual badge dose given what is known about the population dose distribution and shielding practices in that year, together with individual information on work practices, type of facility where work was performed, and when available, film badge readings. Multiple values of individual annual doses were simulated from the PDFs using Monte Carlo simulation techniques that allowed for within-individual inter-year correlations. These individual annual badge dose values were used to generate estimates of annual organ doses that account for uncertainties in individual apron usage patterns, apron thickness and dose conversion factors. The realizations of cohort member doses derived in this study reflect both uncertainties in reconstructing individual doses and uncertainties that are shared between individuals. Table 1 summarizes changes in the USRT dosimetry since the 2006 publication (13) and highlights important attributes of the current dosimetry system. These improvements include newly acquired film badge dose readings, and additional information on work history and practices collected in a 2003-2005 survey and methods and models that allow greater individualization of annual dose estimates. The 6 The term ''badge dose'' refers to all types of measurements or estimates from personnel radiation monitoring devices over all years from 1916-1997. All estimates of badge dose, regardless of their original units, are converted to a single, consistent set of units (personal dose equivalent in mSv). 508 updated badge dose data and work history information were used to estimate annual population badge dose distributions from 1916-1997. These distributions are dependent on the type of facility in which the technologist worked, e.g., a clinic or physician office and the nature of the employer (civilian or military). The badge dose and work history data were used to develop individual exposure scores, a metric that captures the dependence of the geometric mean (GM) of the annual population badge dose distribution on the frequency of performing specific types of radiologic procedures and the number of hours worked per week. Methods were developed to use exposure scores to individualize badge dose sampling densities for years in which a cohort member was believed to have worked but for which a badge dose reading was not available.
Doses to specific organs are dependent on use of apron protection and shielding. Since publication of the original dosimetry system (13), we have developed methods that use a combination of literature-based and questionnaire-derived information on individual protection practices and use of shielding according to time period. Conversion from an estimated film badge dose to organ-specific doses utilizes newly developed energy-and period-specific dose conversion coefficients and apron transmission factors (TFs) (14) .
Source of Exposure Data
The data used for dose reconstruction included annual badge dose measurements, literature-based period-specific estimates of the occupational dose distributions for workers like those in the USRT cohort, exposure and X-ray spectral measurements and survey-derived information on individual work patterns and protection practices.
1. Cohort badge dose data. We obtained 921,134 annual badge dose measurements for 79,959 cohort members from the years 1960-1997 from Landauer, Inc., the largest commercial personnel dosimetry provider in the U.S. (N ¼ 899,421 badge measurements for 1977-1997), three branches of the U.S. military (N ¼ 14,825 badge measurements for 1960-1997) and several large civilian employers (N ¼ 2,384 badge measurements for 1960-1976). We also obtained 194 anonymized annual badge doses received by technologists in the years 1949-1960 from a major medical facility, for workers not in the cohort but used for validation of our estimated doses for those years.
2. Data on work history and protection practices. Two questionnaires, the first sent to 133,298 U.S. radiologic technologists in 1984 (91% of total cohort) and returned by 90,305 (68%) and a second mailed to the 126,628 technologists known or presumed alive in 1995 and returned by 90,972 (72%) inquired about radiographic procedures performed and use of protective aprons by calendar period (,1980, 1980s, 1990þ) . A third survey carried out in 2004 provided additional information on the nature of the workplace (facility type), the frequency of performing specific radiologic procedures and apron and shield use associated with procedures for 72% of the surviving cohort members who had responded to at least one of the earlier surveys (73,567 respondents).
3. Other badge dose data. Using extensive data gathering resources of the National Institutes of Health libraries and records from the American College of Radiology, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the American Society of Radiologic Technologists (ASRT), we conducted a comprehensive review of the literature on historical badge dose measurements, occupational radiation regulations, changes in protective measures and technical information on radiographic procedures.
Characterizing Population Badge Dose Distributions
We determined that the population distribution of badge doses in a given year could be described reasonably well by a lognormal distribution in which the annual GM depended upon facility type (hospital, physician office, combination) and whether the workplace was civilian or military. The geometric standard deviation (GSD) of badge doses for each year was assumed to be independent of facility type. When generating cohort realizations of annual doses, the system allows for uncertainty in the population distribution by varying the annual population badge dose GM and GSD values from realization to realization during time periods when there were few, if any, badge dose readings available.
As described in ref. (13), we used different methods to characterize the population badge dose distributions for different time periods. Until 1955, we relied on literature-based descriptions of the decadespecific population dose distributions. From the mid-1950s until the late 1970s, we interpolated between the literature-based estimates for the early years and the dose distributions developed from the cohort member badge readings for the later years, and for the late 1970s, we estimated population dose distributions using the archival badge dose readings available for cohort members. Annual film badge dose estimates were individualized using the technologist's actual badge dose reading, if available, or data on individual period-specific work patterns and practices obtained from the questionnaires.
1. Pre-1940 population badge dose distribution. As we previously described in ref. (13), we based the population badge dose distribution for fulltime hospital workers in the pre-1940 period on the only available publication (15) for those years. We defined the distribution to be lognormal with a GM of 71 mSv and a GSD of 2.4. To address uncertainty in the GM estimates for individual cohort members, we used a realization-specific multiplicative bias factor, sampled from a symmetric beta distribution scaled to range from 0.5-1.5 with an expected value of 1.0 to adjust the population GM.
2. 1940-1949 population badge dose distribution. Exposures for the 1940s were based on our analysis of data from four publications (13) using a regression method for censored normal data [Tobit regression, (16) ] to estimate population badge dose GMs and GSDs for each of these articles. Based on our judgment, we assigned an expected weight and a weight range to the results from each publication. For each realization, we sampled a set of publication weights from a Dirichlet distribution (17) such that the expected value of a study's weight over all dose realizations was equal to the assigned average weight for that study. The realization-specific GM was then defined as the product of the weighted average of the publicationspecific GMs and a random bias factor. The average literature-based badge dose GM for the 1940s (9 mSv) was almost an order of magnitude less than the pre-1940s estimate (72 mSv) and similar to the average GM for the 1950s (6 mSv). Hence, we decided to choose the realization-specific multiplicative bias factors for the 1940s badge dose GM from a symmetric beta-distribution PDF scaled to range from 1-5 with an arithmetic mean of 3.0.
Given the realization-specific population badge dose GM the population GSD was adjusted to preserve the 99th percentile of a lognormal distribution with the expected GM and GSD.
3. 1950-1955 population badge-dose distribution. We identified six publications (13) that provided information on badge dose distributions relevant to this period. Realization-specific GM and GSD estimates for this period were determined by using the same method that was used for the 1940s with realization-specific bias factors sampled from a symmetric beta distribution scaled to range from 0.5-1.5 with an expected value of 1.0. If actual badge dose reading is below the MDL and badge is assumed to be worn above the apron, then sample from individualized annual population PDF is conditional on dose being less than the MDL. Sample from population PDF if there is no actual badge dose reading.
If actual badge dose reading is below MDL and the badge is assumed to be worn under the apron or if no badge dose reading then sample from the individual annual population PDF. Apron usage and shielding Uses two variables: first year worked and probability of apron usage from first survey.
Developed period specific apron usage distributions based on both a literature review and on responses to apron usage questions in the third survey.
Continued on next page 510 Calibrated limited apron usage data from first two surveys using data from those who responded to the third survey to improve apron usage distributions for those who did not respond to the third survey, Allow for random year for transition from literature-based to questionnaire-based apron usage distributions, Apron transmission factors based on percentage transmitted air kerma for two typical thicknesses of lead and for 12 combinations of kV and X-ray filtration, reflecting uncertainty by time-period. Protection/shielding Uses two variables: first year worked and probability of apron usage from first survey.
Apron protection weighted by procedures performed as reported on third survey by decade.
Apron transmission factor assumed constant at 20%.
Use of beta PDFs to calibrate first and second survey with third survey apron protection responses from categorical to numeric values, and to estimate third survey responses among those who responded to the first or second survey, but not the third. Badge dose readings treated as measurements ''outside the apron''. Apron transmission factors based on percentage transmitted air kerma for two typical thicknesses of lead (0.25 and 0.50 mm) and for 12 combinations of kV and X-ray filtration reflecting uncertainty by time period. Organ dose conversion coefficients Average x-ray energy assumed as 35 keV.
Peak kV ranges from 70-90 with average X-ray energy from 32-47 keV. Constant value for each organ dose conversion factor at 35 keV energy.
Organ dose factors derived by air kerma weighting published monoenergetic values over X-ray energy spectra derived from literature by time period. Twelve spectra chosen reflecting uncertainty within time periods. Conversion coefficients for seven organs and tissues.
Conversion coefficients derived for 12 organs and tissues.
Uncertainty of external dose conversion coefficients based on NCRP analysis. Individualization of organ doses Doses for individuals correlated for successive years.
Probabilistic apron usage.
Bias in geometric mean incorporated for individual realizations.
Probabilistic apron transmission factors.
Probabilistic apron thickness.
Probabilistic kV values. Body mass index-based dose factor for red bone marrow. Simulations incorporate average length of time in a job by decade (used, e.g., in switching the probabilistic determination of apron thickness).
Treatment of uncertainty
Dose uncertainty reflected numerous sources of uncertainty affecting individual dose reconstructions.
Dose uncertainty reflects sources of uncertainty common to subgroups or common within time periods (i.e., shared errors) as well as conventional sources of uncertainty affecting individual dose reconstructions. Number of sources of uncertainty accounted for increased substantially (see article and Table 6 ).
Output of dose reconstruction
PDFs of organ doses a by cohort member reflecting individual uncertainty.
Multiple realizations of entire cohort dose 1 distribution for each organ or tissue reflecting both shared errors and uncertainty of each cohort member's reconstructed dose. Dosimetry validation Dose-response of estimated bone marrow doses with chromosome translocation rate was not significant.
Dose-response of estimated bone marrow doses with chromosome translocation rate was statistically significant.
a Organ doses can be either annual or cumulative.
RADIATION ORGAN DOSES RECEIVED IN A NATIONWIDE COHORT
the logarithm of the annual badge reading using methods for censored normal data. The censoring was based on the annual minimum detection limit (MDL), which was 4.8 mSv for 1960-1962, 2.4 mSv for 1964-1967 and 1.2 mSv for 1968-1997. 7 The fitted annual population badge dose GM estimates for full-time civilian hospital workers are indicated by the filled circles in Fig. 1 .
By the late 1960s, average annual doses were markedly lower than the average literature-based estimate of 6.1 mSv in the 1950s, and continued to decrease through 1997. This decline is presumed to be a result of improved technology and increased awareness of the importance of radiation protection. Since this decline likely began in the late 1950s, we interpolated annual population badge dose GM and GSD values in the period from 1956 (prior to which we used the literature-based estimates with uncertain bias factors) through 1982 (subsequent to our use of actual cohort member badge dose readings). The trend in the fitted badge dose GMs in Fig. 1 suggests that GM estimates for 1977-1980 are somewhat higher than one might expect based on the estimates for the periods before and afterwards.
We used this apparent difference to develop upper and lower uncertainty limits on the annual badge dose GMs. In particular, we modeled the temporal trend in the population GMs from 1960-1997 as a quadratic spline with binary period effects for either [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] 
Individualization of Badge Dose Parameters
The data obtained from the three surveys together with individual badge dose readings, when available, were used to individualize the badge dose distributions that were used to generate realizations of individual annual badge doses. We used the data from the questionnaires to determine the number of years worked in a given decade, to assign workers to one of three facility types (hospital, physician office or combination/other) and to classify the facilities as either civilian or military. The third survey also provided information that could be used to provide decade-specific summaries of the type and frequency (number of times per week) of radiologic procedures performed, work practices such as shielding use and how often patients were held during X-ray examinations and the hours worked in a typical week during 1950-1997. This information was used together with the badge dose reading data for the years 1966-1997 to develop a nonlinear dose prediction model [Eq. (1)];
in which d iy is the badge dose reading for the individual i in year y; l y is the badge dose GM for the year, the / iy,f are facility-type adjustment parameters (defined as 1 for hospitals), and h iy,m are civilian/military facility adjustment parameters (defined as 1 for civilian facilities). Work history effects in the population badge dose GM are represented by the term [1 þ ES(W iy , b)] where ES( ) is an ''exposure score'' function that involves individual work history information (W iy ). The exposure score function has the form
The variables used in the exposure score include an indicator [I(hasesinfo)] of whether the technologist provided procedure frequency data for the year (defined as 1 if there is performance frequency data for the year and 0 if not), counts of average weekly frequencies performed for fluoroscopic exams (N fl ), diagnostic radioisotope procedures (N dr ) and internal therapeutic radiation procedures (N itr ). Diagnostic X-ray examination frequencies were classified by whether the technologist was inside the X-ray room but shielded (N dxnhsh ), was inside the X-ray room and unshielded (N dxnhus ) or held the patient (N dxh ) during the X-ray examination. The model also includes hours-per-week (hpw) category indicators. The definitions and estimates of the exposure score parameters and the facility type adjustment factors, including civilian and military adjustments, are shown in Table 2 . This nonlinear model was fit to the archival badge dose data using maximum likelihood methods for censored lognormal data, which are generalizations of Tobit regression methods (18) . Badge dose readings below the MDL were treated as left-censored at the MDL in that time period. The data used for the modeling included all badge dose readings for 1966-1997, technologists who were believed to have worked for a full year (796,384 records). The annual population badge dose GM and GSD estimates from this modeling are shown in Table 3 .
1. Exposure-Score Adjusted Badge Dose Distributions. The badge dose estimation model was used to develop exposure score-adjusted GM and GSD estimates of dose for each technologist for each year worked. In developing these estimates, it was assumed that, given estimates of the annual population badge dose GM and GSD for civilian hospital workers, the facility adjustment factor and exposure score parameter estimates based on the 1966-1997 badge dose readings could be applied to earlier years. The facility adjustments were made using the parameters from the badge dose estimation model [Eq. (1)] while the exposure-score adjustments were based on exposure-score categories defined using the fitted badge dose estimation model [Eq. (2)]. The exposure-score adjusted GM and GSD for badge dose estimates were defined as
The exposure-score category (escat) adjustment factors were defined relative to the badge dose GM and GSD values for cohort members who worked in the year but did not have procedurefrequency data or hours-per-week data for that year. Since there was no information on procedure-frequency or hours-per-week before 1950, only the facility adjustment was applied for those years.
The exposure categories used in computing these adjustments were defined by dividing the empirical distribution of exposure score estimates among all cohort members in each year from 1950-1970 into 20 groups of roughly equal size. The category-specific badge dose GM-adjustment factors were defined as 1 þ average ES value in each group. Since there is no such direct method to compute the badge dose GSD adjustment factors, we estimated values for these factors by fitting a Tobit regression model to the badge readings with ES category effects on both the badge dose GM and the GSD.
For each cohort member who worked in a given year and did not have an actual badge dose reading available, the individualized annual population badge dose GM was defined as the product of the population GM for that year, the facility adjustment factors and the fraction-of-year worked. The annual individual badge dose GSD was taken as the population GSD for that year. For the years before 1950, these were the only individualization factors. From 1950 onward, it was possible to use the procedure-frequency and hours-worked-perweek data to compute an individual exposure score and determine the ES category for the year. When this information was available, the individualized badge dose GM and GSD were computed as the population badge dose GM and GSD estimates times the respective category-specific exposure-score adjustment factors.
2. Badge dose GM and GSD individualization when real badge dose readings were available. There were 921,134 annual badge dose readings available for the more than 110,000 radiologic technologists until the end of 1997. Among the 110,374 technologists for whom dose estimates were made, 79,959 had at least one badge dose reading. Since badge dose readings above the MDL are often associated with measurement errors of approximately 20% (19), we assume here that individual measurement errors can be represented by a lognormal distribution with a GSD of 1.2. When the badge dose reading was above the MDL, we used regression calibration (20) to determine the expected film badge dose given the measured value and the population badge dose GM and GSD values for the year. In this case, the population GM was defined as the annual population badge dose GM times the facility adjustment factor with no adjustment for fraction of year worked or exposure score (since these effects are directly reflected in the badge dose measurement). Since we assume that both the measurement error and the population badge dose distribution are lognormally distributed, the logarithm of the adjusted badge dose (d adj ) for an individual with measured dose d meas can be computed as
where GM pop is the population badge dose GM and w is a weight that depends on the measurement error GSD (assumed to be 1.2) and the population GSD (GSD pop ). The weight is computed as * The exposure score (ES) model parameterization was chosen so that the ES is 1 for technologists without performance frequency or hours worked data. The performance frequency effects describe the percentage change in the GM per unit change in procedure frequency. The procedures-performed-frequencies-available effects describe the percentage difference between someone who reported performing no procedures in a week and someone who provided no performance frequency information. ** P , 0.005. The adjustment factor estimates are given here as the proportional change in the population GM for facility type and civilian/military status. 
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Since the population badge dose GSDs for 1960-1996 range from about 3.25-4.25, the weight assigned to log(d meas ) is close to 0.98.
Computation of Individual Annual Badge Dose Realizations 1. Accounting for badge position with respect to protective aprons. When the badge dose reading is less than the MDL, the derived individual badge dose distribution depends on whether we assumed that the badge was worn outside the apron. If the badge was assumed to have been worn outside the apron, then the true badge dose is assumed to be distributed as a sample from a normal distribution with mean log(GM pop ) and standard deviation log(GSD pop ) conditional on log(d true ) being less than log(MDL). However, if the badge was assumed to have been worn under the apron, then the badge reading is uninformative about the air kerma (i.e., the exposure outside the apron). In this case, we assume a hypothetical measurement outside the apron, distributed as a sample from a lognormal distribution with badge dose GM ¼ GM pop and variance GSD ¼ GSD pop , which can be combined with the apron usage probability and the transmission factor.
Our assumption that most badge measurements were outside aprons follows from federal radiation protection regulations and instructional materials, although we do know that occasionally some institutions instructed medical personnel to wear badges under aprons. Support of the notion that most badge measurements were outside of aprons comes from radiation protection guidelines (21), which specified: ''. . .the assigned deep-dose equivalent must be for the part of the body receiving the highest exposure''. Literature has shown that, particularly for medical personnel participating in fluoroscopic examinations, the front collar area receives the highest exposure (22, 23) . These findings have led numerous experts (22, (24) (25) (26) , as well instructional textbooks (27) , to recommend wearing personal monitoring badges outside the apron and mostly at collar level.
As noted earlier, information on badge location was only obtained in our third survey. Analysis of the responses to the badge location question from technologists with badge readings above the MDL suggested that there was some misunderstanding of the question and that the answers were not reliable. If badges were worn under the apron, then the badge reading should always be below the MDL. However, in fact the proportion of technologists who reported that their badge was worn inside the apron and who also had readings above the MDL was only slightly less than for those who reported that the badge was worn outside the apron. We used the data to estimate the proportion of technologists in the reported-inside but lower-thanthe-MDL group who actually wore the badge under the apron for each year when badge doses were available. These proportions varied from year to year but were about 35% for those who reported wearing the badge inside the apron and about 10% for those who did not respond to the question. In generating annual dose realizations for technologists with under-the-MDL badge readings, we randomly assigned the badge reading to be inside or outside the apron according to the above probabilities.
2. Correlation of a technologist's annual doses over time. Radiologic technologists tend to perform similar activities from one year to the next and thus, one can expect that even as mean annual doses decrease over time for all technologists, the badge doses for an individual technologist will exhibit some correlation over contiguous years. The Landauer badge dose data for 1977-1997 were used to estimate the autocorrelation structure of the logarithms of the individual annual doses. Our analysis indicated correlations of about 0.5, 0.4 and 0.3 for lags of one, two and three years, respectively.
For each technologist, the dosimetry system uses Monte Carlo simulation methods to generate multiple realizations of individual annual badge doses. To accomplish this, we used standard statistical methods to generate a sequence of doses in each realization with the correlation structure based on Cholesky decomposition (28) of the desired autocorrelation matrix.
3. Implementation of badge dose estimation methods. The USRT dosimetry system uses simulation to provide multiple values of annual badge dose for each study participant taking into account individual dosimetric uncertainties as well as sources of shared errors. The goal in designing the system was to provide annual badge dose realizations that represent a sample from the actual (true) badge dose distribution given what is known about the uncertainties in the time-dependent population dose distribution, the individual's work patterns and practices and individual badge dose measurements (when available). The previous sections have described various components of the dosimetry calculations. Below, we present an outline of steps involved in producing a single realization of annual badge dose estimates, i.e., one badge dose for every member of the cohort for each work-year. The process is repeated for a desired number of iterations, e.g., 1,000.
1. Generate realization-specific population annual badge dose GM and GSD estimates: Generate a multiplicative badge dose GM bias factor to be applied to the pre-1940 GM; Generate a population badge dose GM and GSD estimate to be used for the 1940-1949 period using study-specific weights applied to literature-based GM and GSD estimates for this period. Apply a random realization-specific multiplicative bias factor to the expected badge dose GM; Generate a population badge dose GM and GSD estimate to be used for the 1950-1955 period using study-specific weights applied to literature-based GM and GSD estimates for this period. Apply a random realization-specific multiplicative bias factor to the expected badge dose GM; Generate a random weight that is used to compute the weighted average of the badge dose GM limits for the years after 1955 and multiply this value by the scaled 1950-1955 bias factor; Adjust the annual population badge dose GSD estimates to reflect the scaling of the population badge dose GM values and the negative correlation between the GM and GSD values that is seen in the badge dose data; 2. Individualize the population badge dose GM and GSD estimates:
Make no changes to the adjusted realization-specific population GM and GSD estimates computed in step 1 above for years before 1950; Apply the appropriate individual ES adjustment factors to the realization-specific population GM and GSD values from years 1950 through 1997; 3. Compute the individual badge dose realization values:
For technologists in years without an actual badge dose reading, generate a random annual badge dose sample from the individualized distributions developed in step 2 above. To allow for the between-year correlations, compute the random value used to generate the dose as a weighted sum (w) of a value sampled from a N(0,1) distribution and the values used for the last two years for this person. The realized dose (d r ) is computed as d r ¼ GM exp[wlog(GSD)]; For years with an actual badge dose reading above the MDL, use regression calibration based on the individualized realization-specific population badge dose GM and GSD values (from step 1 above) to compute the calibrated expected value of the badge dose reading given the assumed 20% measurement error and the individualized badge dose GM and GSD values. The realized badge dose is sampled from a lognormal distribution with the badge dose GM equal to the calibrated expected badge dose and a GSD of 1.2; For years with an actual badge dose reading below the MDL, randomly assign the badge location as inside or outside the apron;
If the badge is assigned as in an outside-the-apron reading, generate a random sample from the individualized population distribution for the year given that the dose is less than the individual's MDL for the year. This random value is taken as the realized dose; and If the badge is assigned as in an inside-the-apron reading, generate a random sample from the individualized population distribution for the year. This random value is taken as the realized dose.
Accounting for Individual Usage of Protective Aprons
The first questionnaire from the mid-1980s provided only limited information on apron usage from responses to two questions: ''usually wore an apron when first worked? (Y/N)'' and ''usually wear an apron now? (Y/N)'', i.e., at the time the self-administered mailed questionnaire was completed. Our third self-administered questionnaire, which was sent to subjects in 2003-2005, elicited information on the percentage of time an apron was worn when performing four types of procedures (diagnostic X ray, fluoroscopy, administration of diagnostic radioisotope and administration of internal therapeutic radioisotope) in four time periods (1950-1959, 1960-1969, 1970-1979 and 1980) . A special telephone survey of cohort members who began working before 1950 was used to elicit information on apron usage before 1950. Of the 110,374 cohort members for whom doses were estimated, 72,620 responded to the third survey.
Third survey participants were asked to indicate the percentage of time an apron was worn when performing each procedure: 0%, ,25%, 25-74% and !75%. For each question, we fit a beta PDF to the categorical responses and used these distributions to determine the expected percentage apron usage for each category. The expected values were then averaged over the four procedure types by time period for those workers first employed as radiologic technologists in the 1950s or later and by year for those first employed before 1950 to obtain a single summary value (S) for the apron usage percentage for each year in which the person worked.
The uncertainty in individual period-specific apron protection usage for the third survey respondents was described using PDFs, in the form of beta distributions, defined for each respondent in each year worked. For each survey respondent, the parameters of the individualized apron usage PDF were defined so that the mean was equal to the individual's average value of S while the variance was 1.5 times the variance of a triangular-shaped PDF with a mode at S and a range defined by individual upper and lower limiting values. The lower limiting values for S were defined as 0 for years 1940-1957 and as the largest value among 0, 0.02, 0.25 or 0.75 that was smaller than S for years 1958-1997. The upper limiting values were taken as the smallest value among 0.02, 0.25, 0.75 and 1 that was greater than S. It was assumed, based on literature, that aprons were not used by technologists before 1940.
We compared our summary distributions of apron usage with information we derived from historical publications, e.g., the journal of the AART/ASRT 8 (reviewed from its inception in 1929 through the year 2000) and other historical compendia, e.g. (29) , and found that questionnaire responses were likely to be overstating apron usage in the early years of the profession. To correct this problem, we defined a set of more conservative, literature-based apron usage PDFs for six contiguous time periods, pre-1940, 1940-1947, 1948-1949, 1950-1957, 1958-1959, 1960-1969 and 1970þ , for use as an alternative to the questionnaire-based PDFs described above. Before 1953, these PDFs were defined so that the apron usage was rare while there was a slight increase in usage in the 1953-1957 period. From 1958 forward, the PDFs were defined in a manner similar to the questionnaire-based PDFs but the lower limiting value was always taken to be zero. The questionnaire-based estimates of protective apron usage are considerably greater than the literature-based estimates from 1950 onward.
The individualized literature-and questionnaire-based PDF's described above could only be developed for cohort members who responded to the third survey. However, there are 36,720 cohort members who responded to either the first or second survey but did not respond to the third survey. To develop apron usage PDFs for those cohort members, the group was divided into two subgroups: 1. Technologists (28, 677 ) who responded to the first survey and 2. Technologists (8,083) who only responded to the second survey. The PDFs for members of those subgroups were based on the apron usage patterns of third-survey respondents with the corresponding pattern of responses to the first and second surveys.
Data from the third survey respondents in seven time periods (1940-1947, 1948-1952, 1953-1957, 1958-1969, 1970-1979, 1980-1989 and 1990-1997) were used to identify work history patterns characterized by relatively homogenous apron usage. These work history patterns were: Since some of the patterns are defined only for a subset of the periods, there are only 39 possible time-period/work history pattern groups. For each of these groups, both literature-and questionnairebased PDFs were created for cohort members who responded to the first survey and for cohort members who responded to the second survey, but not the first. For each of these 156 groups (i.e., 39 work patterns 3 2 methods 3 2 response groups), empirical PDFs were defined by averaging the relevant subset of individual apron usage PDFs (e.g., first-survey respondents who carried out diagnostic X rays in a hospital between 1953-1957). The annual literature-based and questionnaire-based apron usage PDFs for a subject who did not respond to the third survey, but for whom doses were estimated, were chosen from among these empirical distributions based on their workhistory pattern in the year of interest.
Individual realization-specific apron usage probabilities were generated using a two-step process. The first step involved the identification of a year for that individual for the transition from the conservative literature-based apron usage PDF to the questionnairebased PDF. The second step involved sampling from the individualized apron usage PDF for each year in which the person worked. For the first step, it was assumed that there was no apron usage prior to 1940 and that after 1979, apron usage probabilities were determined solely by the questionnaire-based apron usage PDFs. The distribution of years for the transition from the literature-based to the questionnaire-based apron usage PDF in a given realization was assumed to follow a beta distribution scaled to range from 1940-1979, in which the two parameters of the PDF were chosen as independent random values between 8 and 16. This choice lead to distributions in which the mean transition year over all realizations is about 1960 with less than 5% of the realizations having mean transition years before 1950 or after 1970. Given the realization-specific transition year PDF, individual transition years were determined by independent (over individuals) sampling from this distribution.
Once an individual's transition year was determined for a realization, their apron usage probability was determined by a sample from the appropriate individual apron usage PDF. For third survey participants, these are the PDFs defined by their survey responses. For those who did not respond to the third survey, the sampling involved using the value of a uniform (0, 1) random variable to define their apron usage percentile and then using a linear interpolation in tables that define the relevant cumulative apron usage PDF function.
Organ Dose Estimation Methods
Depending on the year of exposure, organ doses can be reconstructed from badge doses that were based on calibrations as either: (1) personal dose equivalent H p (d) (30, 31) , presently reported in the U.S. in mrem, or (2) exposure X, measured in Roentgen (R) including backscatter, common through 1984. In the simplest case, where no protective apron is used and badge doses are reported as ''personal dose equivalent'', organ dose can be estimated as the product of the badge dose (mSv) and a dose factor (mGy/Sv) where the dose factor includes a conversion from badge dose to air kerma and from air kerma to organ dose.
where, D T ¼ tissue or organ dose (Gy or rad); H p (d) ¼ badge dose when calibrated as personal dose equivalent (Sv or rem); and DF no apron ¼ dose factor for tissues not covered by a lead apron. Dose factors for this study were derived (14) from data published by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (32) by airkerma weighting over typical X-ray spectra. When H p (d) is reported in mrem, then D T is estimated in mrad. To convert to mGy to conform to the International System of Units, division by 100 is necessary.
When exposures are reported in Roentgen, H p (d) can be estimated as shown in Eq. (8) and then used in Eq. (7) .
where, H p (d) ¼ badge dose when calibrated as personal dose equivalent (Sv or rem); K a ¼ air kerma (Gy or rad); X ¼ measurement of exposure in Roentgen (R); and K a /X ¼ 0.0087 Gy per R (4). For this study, we derived 348 dose factors for: 1. Twelve tissues and organs (red bone marrow, ovary, colon, brain, lung, heart, female breast, skin of trunk, skin of head and neck and arms, testes, thyroid and lens of the eye); 2. The relevant combinations of kilovoltage (kV) and filtration, which were assumed to vary by time period (14); and 3. Combinations of apron usage including no protective apron, a 0.25 mm thick Pb apron and a 0.5 mm thick Pb apron.
In the case where a lead protective apron is worn, the badge may be either outside or inside the apron. To properly calculate the organ dose, proper choice of the two components of the dose factor (organ dose per air kerma and personal dose equivalent per air kerma) are necessary, as well as the apron transmission factor. The data and procedures to calculate organ doses are provided in ref. (14) . Apron thickness was also an important determinant of organ dose. Based on information from a dedicated literature review, we assumed the equal likelihood of 0.25 and 0.5 mm thick Pb aprons before 1970. In later years, we assumed the probabilities of apron thickness for 0.25 and 0.5 mm Pb aprons to be 10 and 90%, respectively.
There are several assumptions inherent in the use of the chosen dose coefficients: 1. Radiation is received almost exclusively on the anterior surface of the body because the technologist usually faces the patient as well as the source of radiation; 2. The scattered X-ray energy distributions are not significantly different from the emitted X-ray energy distributions (33); and 3. The scattered radiation field is the main radiation field to which technologists are exposed and is relatively uniform from, at least, the top of the pelvic bone to the head (34) .
Individual Adjustments to Red Bone Marrow Dose to Account for Body Size
We developed a strategy to individualize values of the D T /K a component of the dose factor for red bone marrow (RBM) based on each individual's body mass index (BMI) using weight and height values reported in their baseline questionnaire responses. Using this adjustment, the dose to RBM could be adjusted to be as much as þ40% greater (for very thin individuals) to À20% (for heavy individuals). Further details can be found in ref. (14) .
Implementation of Organ Dose Estimation Methods
This version of the USRT dosimetry provides multiple cohort realizations (sets of doses for the entire cohort) to each of 12 organs or tissues. The calculation of a cohort realization for an organ dose proceeds as follows:
1. Generate realization-specific annual apron usage probabilities:
Define period-specific literature and third-questionnaire-based apron usage distributions; Define the parameters of the distribution of transition years from the literature-based to the questionnaire-based apron usage PDFs; Generate (independent) transition years for each person; and Generate the annual individual apron usage probabilities based on the transition year, work history and survey response patterns. 2. Retrieve dose factors (badge dose to air kerma and air kerma to organ dose): Select peak kV for each year from among 70, 80 and 90 kV using equal probabilities as described in ref. (14) ; Use the selected kV value for each year to choose the expected value of dose equivalent-to-air kerma conversion coefficient (14) ; Define apron transmission factors (14) for each year based on time period, selected apron thickness and kV values; Apply truncated random lognormal error (GM ¼ 1, GSD ¼ 1.15, with truncation at the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles) to the dose equivalent-to-air kerma conversion factor value to generate a realization-specific factor; Compute individual annual air kerma; Determine the expected air kerma-to-tissue-dose conversion factors for each organ based on the selected kV without apron protection; For organs with the potential for apron protection, determine the expected organ-specific conversion factors based on the selected kV and apron thickness parameters; Adjust expected marrow dose conversion factors using BMI and kV data; Apply truncated random lognormal error (GM ¼ 1, GSD ¼ 1.15, with truncation at the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles) to the air kermato-tissue dose conversion factor values; and Define the weighted dose factor for each organ as the sum of the product of the probability of not wearing an apron and unprotected dose factor and the product of the apron usage probability, the protected dose factor and the apron transmission factor, TF. 3. Compute the realized organ doses as the product of the badge dose and various organ-specific weighted dose factors.
Using the data described and the basic dose equations for individuals [Eqs. (7) and (8)], organ doses can be estimated for the cohort in each realization by using Eqs. (9) (10) (11) . In the simplest case, the organ-absorbed dose can be estimated for organs that are not protected by protective lead aprons: where, D o,r,i,y is absorbed dose (mGy) and is a function of organ (o), realization (r), individual (i) and year (y); BD r,i,y is badge dose (mSv) and is a function of realization (r), individual (i) and year (y); and DF(no apron) o,r,i,y is dose factor (mGy per mSv), assuming no lead apron usage, and is a function of organ (o), realization (r), individual (i) and year (y).
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The organ-absorbed dose to organs other than RBM, which may be protected by lead aprons some, or all, of the time: D o;r;i;y ¼ ½ð1 À AUP r;i;y Þ 3 BD r;i;y 3 DFðno apronÞ o;r;i;y þ ½AUP r;i;y 3 BD r;i;y 3 TF r;i;y 3 DFðapronÞ o;r;i;y ð10Þ where, AUP r,i,y is apron usage probability, a function of realization (r), individual (i) and year (y); DF(apron) o,r,i,y is the dose factor (mGy per mSv), assuming a lead apron is used, and is a function of organ (o), realization (r), individual (i) and year (y); and TF r,i,y is the apron transmission factor (proportion of air kerma transmitted through apron) and is a function of realization (r), individual (i) and year (y).
Finally, the absorbed dose to bone marrow that is partially protected by protective lead aprons (some, or all, of the time) is estimated as: 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This section summarizes our estimated badge and organ doses and uncertainties. As noted earlier, the term ''badge dose'' refers to measurements or estimates of personnel Note. All doses are rounded to two significant digits. a Arithmetic mean of the mean cumulative doses from 1,000 dose realizations for each radiologic technologist. Note. Organs are ordered left to right by increasing population mean cumulative organ dose (all doses are rounded to two significant digits). a Arithmetic mean of the mean cumulative doses from 1,000 dose realizations for each radiologic technologist.
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monitoring devices during 1916-1997. All organ doses are reported in mGy.
Dose Estimates
1. Badge doses. The estimated badge dose GMs declined rapidly from the 1960s until the early 1990s after which they remained relatively constant (Fig. 1) . The data also suggest a discontinuity in the mean pre-and post-1977 trends, with pre-1977 doses being systematically lower than what might be expected based on the later data. In part, this reflects the fact that a much higher percentage of cohortmember badge doses in the early period were for military technologists, and military doses were substantially lower than civilian doses.
Efforts were made to formally estimate bias corrections by modeling the temporal trend in the population geometric mean (median) badge dose as a smooth linear-quadratic spline in time and allowing for a multiplicative bias correction for the pre-1940, 1940-1949 and 1950-1955 periods.
Between the mid-1960s and the 1990s the arithmetic mean population badge dose decreased about 92% (Table  4) . A notable finding is that the coefficient of variation (%) Table 4 ). of badge doses increased over the same time interval from about 56% to about 280%. The larger coefficient of variation in recent years may be due to greater job specialization of technologists, leading some technologists to receive very small doses, e.g., those involved in external beam radiotherapy, while others receive substantially higher doses, e.g., those involved in interventional fluoroscopy and nuclear medicine. As explained earlier the GM (or GSD) of the adjustment factor for the exposure score is the ratio of the GM (or GSD) for technologists in a given exposure score category to the population GM (or GSD). As one would expect, individualized exposure score GMs increase with higher exposure scores (i.e., for those who conducted more higher-dose procedures) while the exposure score GSD adjustment factors tend to be less than 1 since they are based on relatively homogeneous subpopulations while the population exposure score GSD is based on technologists with a broad range of work practices. Temporal variation in the distributions of mean badge doses is shown in Fig. 2 , which presents the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of arithmetic mean badge doses by the decade in which the technologist was first employed. Figure 2 shows, as does Table 4 , the shift in the mean badge dose to progressively smaller values in later decades, with somewhat greater variations in more recent periods, presumably owing to increased job specialization. 2. Organ doses. There were 109,300 technologists that had non-zero doses 9 (Table 5 ). On average, the RBM had the lowest mean cumulative occupational dose (8.7 mGy), followed (in order of increasing population mean dose) by ovary (11 mGy), brain (12 mGy), colon (16 mGy), lung (17 mGy), heart (22 mGy), female breast (37 mGy), testis (57 mGy), skin on anterior side of trunk (57 mGy), thyroid (64 mGy), lens of eye (77 m Gy) and skin on the anterior of the head and neck (91 mGy). Table 5 shows wide ranges of cumulative occupational doses even to the same organ. Much of the variation was due to the number of years each technologist worked, the number of procedures performed in each year and individual use of protective aprons.
Empirical CDFs of arithmetic mean organ dose (mGy) are shown in Fig. 3A for four organs/tissues that are never covered by protective aprons [brain, eye lens and front skin of face and head (see Table 5 )] and thyroid, which was not typically protected in the years of this study. Similarly, empirical CDFs of arithmetic mean organ dose (mGy) for eight tissues/organs that are sometimes protected by protective aprons are shown in Fig. 3B . These include breast, RBM, ovary, lung, testes, heart, colon and frontal skin of the trunk. Because the doses in Fig. 3A and B represent a combination of exposures with and without aprons, the range of doses is much greater than for tissues never protected by aprons. For example, for the tissues in Fig. 3A the 95th percentile is about 10 times greater than the 5th percentile while in Fig. 3B the 95th percentile for most tissues is about 20-40 times the 5th percentile.
The population mean cumulative occupational female breast dose (mGy) decreased 40-fold from about 560 mGy in the 1930s to about 14 mGy beginning in the 1970s, and decreased another fivefold by the 1990s to an annual mean of 2.8 mGy (Table 4) . Cumulative distributions for Table 5 ). Doses are for technologists who ever worked from 1916-1997. 9 There were 1,074 cohort members who indicated that they had never worked as radiation technologists. The lifetime cumulative dose is zero for these people. arithmetic mean doses to the female breast as a function of decade first worked are shown in Fig. 4 (see Table 4 ). Figure 4 in particular demonstrates the change in the mean dose to the breast by decade first worked, which diminished from a mean of about 1,200 mGy in the 1920s to about 14 mGy in the 1970s and to about 3 mGy 1990s (Table 4) . Despite the clear decrease in the mean values, the distributions in all decades were wide and overlapped.
Uncertainty
The USRT dosimetry system is designed to produce multiple realizations of the cohort dose distribution with each realization representing one possible true distribution. The variations of the realized sets represent the uncertainty about the true but unknown dose distribution. To simulate the uncertainty of cohort realizations, the state-of-knowledge about numerous factors important to estimating individual doses must be assessed. Table 6 lists the important components of uncertainty in the USRT dosimetry system and specifies the uncertain components as either shared or unshared assignment errors. Shared errors arise from parameters that are assigned the same value, within a single realization, to all subjects in the cohort or in a subgroup. Unshared errors refer to uncertain values that vary independently from person-to-person within a realization of cohort doses. The term ''assignment error'' refers to errors that arise when a quantity of interest is assigned a representative value, the expected value of which is believed to be equal to the true value of the quantity. The latter is a form of Berkson error (35) .
The variation of the mean, variance and shape of cohort organ dose distributions is clearly influenced by the degree of shared error and the total organ dose uncertainty for each individual. The uncertainty of doses to each individual can be evaluated by assessing the variation of organ dose to the individual across the 1,000 cohort realizations. For example, the geometric standard deviation (GSD) of breast dose for each female in the cohort was derived from the 1,000 realized cohort dose data sets. Figure 5 illustrates the individual breast dose GSD values as a function of the individual GM breast doses. While there were a few cases of relatively small absorbed doses (,1 mGy) with large uncertainty (GSDs .4), most of the uncertainties for individual cumulative occupational female breast doses were less with GSDs between 1.5-3.0 (Fig. 5) . The minimum breast dose GSD (;1.2) was for those subjects with actual badges dose readings who were exposed only in a single year, and for whom there was no uncertainty Table 4 ). Doses are for technologists who ever worked from 1916-1997. Organ dose estimation Pre-1940 Apron usage probability.
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Assumption that apron was never worn.
Shared, assignment error.
Assume never wore apron.
None.
1940-1979 Apron usage probability.
Parameters of the probability distribution for the year of transition from use of ''literature-based'' apron usage to ''questionnaire-based'' usage.
Realization-specific beta distribution for year of transition from literature-to questionnaire-based usage probability distribution with parameters chosen as independent uniform (8, 16) variables.
Mean transition year 1959, standard deviation 4.8 years.
Individual literature-based to questionnaire-based apron usage PDF transition year.
Unshared assignment error.
Sampled from beta density defined above.
Individual apron-usage probability (from individual work-history and period specific apron usage PDFs).
Sampled from literatureor questionnaire-based empirical work-historydependent apron-usage densities.
** 1980-1997 Apron usage probability.
Individual apron usage probability (from questionnaire-based individual work-history and period specific apron usage PDFs). The variation in 20 randomly selected cohort realizations of female breast dose from among the 1,000 total realizations is shown in Fig. 6 for women who began working in the 1970s (n ¼ 40,428), 1980s (n ¼ 1,111) and 1990s (n ¼ 46). While the global mean breast doses for these subgroups were 14 mGy, 6.2 mGy and 2.8 mGy, respectively (see Table 4 ), the variation in the shape of the CDFs shows the uncertainty about the true but unknown dose distribution.
Generation of multiple realizations of cohort distributions is becoming more commonplace in dose reconstruction and epidemiology, although there is still considerable discussion and research underway concerning methods for assessing risks with complex uncertainty. The Monte Carlo realizations of dose, in theory, can be directly used to estimate risks that take into account the dose uncertainties by full likelihood methods (36, 37) . Regression calibration (20) , using the mean of the dose realizations in the regression, can also be used if the degree of shared error is minimal. The preferred methods for analyzing risks for the USRT cohort are currently under investigation.
Biodosimetry and Other Validation Exercises
Badge dose. We compared our estimated badge doses for the 1949-1960 period with 194 annual doses to non-cohort members abstracted from radiation log books at a major Individual organ doses computed as apronusage probabilityweighted average of organ dose with and without apron usage.
Unshared assignment error.
Apron-usage probabilityweighted average of organ dose with and without apron usage. ** ''Shared errors'' refer to uncertain values for which the same values are used for all cohort member doses in a specific realization of cohort member doses. Unshared errors refer to uncertain values that vary independently from person-to-person within a realization of cohort doses. * ''Assignment error'' refers to errors that arise when a quantity of interest is assigned a representative value, the expected value of which is believed to be equal to the true value of the quantity. This is a form of Berkson error. ** Complex function of year and individual parameters that is not amenable to a useful, simple summary description. 524 U.S. hospital and a publication by Bushong (38) that reported badge doses for 1960-1976 from four Houstonarea hospitals. The agreement between the population PDFs derived from our dosimetry system and those derived from the two external sources was very high, with the annual median values differing by only 0.1-0.3 mSv (data not shown). RBM dose. We previously assessed chromosome translocation frequencies using fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) in separate groups of 79 and 150 radiologic technologists and evaluated the relationships between chromosome translocation rates and estimated occupational radiation doses, finding borderline statistical significance (39, 40) . We reevaluated (41) the chromosome translocation dose-response relationship in the 229 biodosimetry study participants using the RBM doses reported here. About 95% of the RBM doses in the combined groups ranged from 0.2-100 mGy. With our new doses, we found a statistically significant association (P ¼ 0.0188) with 5.7 (95% CI 0.2, 11.3) translocations per 100 cell equivalents per Gy, after adjusting for personal diagnostic medical radiation exposure (41) ( Table 7) . A significant excess translocation rate was observed even when the analysis was restricted to technologists receiving less than 100 mGy to RBM (41).
Our finding of a statistically significant excess translocation rate with cumulative RBM dose is important to our effort to obtain independent support of our dose estimation system. Moreover, our determined translocation rate of 5.7 translocations per 100 cell equivalents per Gy is close to the average of 5.4 from translocation studies in atomic bomb survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki [see Table 6 , ref. (41)]. Because doses to other organs, in the absence of differences in use of protective aprons, differ primarily by constant values related to the dose factors for each organ, support of the RBM doses lends support to the dose estimates for all other organs.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed and implemented significant improvements in our system to estimate annual and cumulative occupationally received radiation doses to individual organs of medical radiologic technologists. Support for this dosimetry system is provided by new, statistically significant findings on the relationship between dose to bone marrow and chromosome translocation rate assayed in a subset of cohort subjects. 
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A number of common suppositions about exposures of medical personnel over time are supported by this dosimetry reconstruction, including a decline in the population average dose equivalent to technologists. Less well known, however, was that badge doses during the early 1960s appeared nearly constant (Table 4) , similar to the situation in the United Kingdom (42), although soon after, badge doses declined dramatically, dropping 50% around 1980 with another 50% decline in the 1990s.
Our dosimetry estimations also indicate substantial differences in organ doses that would not, otherwise, be obvious from film-badge measurements alone. Superficial organs and tissues, e.g., thyroid, testes, female breast, and skin of the head and neck region, were estimated to have received, on average, similar cumulative doses, and were among the highest doses of all organs assessed. The exception to this generalization was for technologists who used protective lead aprons that could reduce breast dose by Table 4 ). e a Chromosome translocations were assessed using a process of fluorescent in situ hybridization that painted 6 chromosomes in circulating lymphocyte cells (39) . Whole chromosome equivalents (CE) represent the normalized translocation frequency per 100 cells assuming full-genome painting of the nuclear DNA.
b Adjustment for age, study group (1 vs. 2), sex 3 study group and personal diagnostic medical exposure. c Adjustment for age, study group (1 vs. 2), sex 3 study group with the coefficients for occupational exposure and personal diagnostic medical exposure constrained to be equal.
d Adjustment for age at blood draw, prior radiotherapy and history of prior radioisotope therapy. e Adjustment for age at blood draw, personal diagnostic red bone marrow dose and gender. 526 as much as 99%. More deeply-seated organs, such as the ovary, lung and, even more so, red bone marrow, received cumulative doses that were 15% (or less) than doses received by the more superficial organs. In addition to significant improvements in dose estimation, we also developed and implemented a strategy for assessing uncertainty for each cohort subject and a strategy to produce multiple realizations of doses for the entire study population for the purposes of estimating cancer and other health risks. To do this, we considered numerous sources of potential error and uncertainty that are specified as either shared or unshared among groups or individuals. While a single set of mean annual and cumulative doses per subject can be produced from multiple realizations and truncated relative to disease onset for use in regression calibration and conventional risk analyses, the availability of multiple realizations of the cohort dose distribution will allow exploration of more sophisticated risk analysis methods, such as weighted likelihood profile averaging and Bayesian methods.
The models and reconstructed doses presented herein represent, to our knowledge, the most comprehensive dose reconstructions undertaken to date for a cohort of medical radiation workers.
